Considering Collaborative Work Management?

If you are an IT leader considering a collaborative work management solution for your organization, insist on these 10 capabilities:

1. **Enterprise Permission Controls**: Granular sharing permissions to control and protect information, approve external domains, restrict integrations, and manage to internal standards.

2. **Templates**: Proven, pre-built solutions that eliminate the need for developer resources and time commitment.

3. **No-Code Dashboards and Reporting**: Intuitive UI, widget-driven dashboards, and configurable reports that don't require developer assistance to build, maintain, or deploy.

4. **Extensible API**: Extensible and open API for building custom applications and deep integrations with REST-based APIs.

5. **Flexible Integrations**: Integrates with the enterprise apps that internal customers already use.

6. **Automated Workflows**: User-friendly, multi-step automated workflows that use simple rules, without complex formulas or the need for coding skills.

7. **Tight Security**: Around-the-clock monitoring, physical security, data encryption, and user authentication, as well as directory integration.

8. **Scalability**: Scales for consistent execution, portfolio reporting with operational controls and automation, and enables changes to roll out across an entire portfolio at one time.

9. **Compliance Friendly**: Meets enterprise demands related to security, privacy, and compliance with GDPR, FedRAMP, HIPAA, and PCI.

10. **IMS Compatible**: Integrates with an identity management system to synchronize and manage users centrally.

Smartsheet is the market-leading platform for enterprise achievement that is trusted by 90% of the Fortune 100. Backed by enterprise-grade security and built with best-in-class admin controls, Smartsheet gives organizations full control of mission-critical data, enabling them to scale with reduced risk.

Learn more at smartsheet.com.